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Study:  Chess-Science at a German university
One purpose of the nonprofit 127Chess Foundation
is to establish  an endowed professorship for Chess-Science (teaching and research) at  a German university. Currently the Founda-
tion  Board decides in a selection process at which university a chair for Chess-Science is established. Once the selection process 
is finished, this page will inform when the study can begin.
      Then Germany has the first chair of Chess-Science in the European Union.

The study of "Chess-Science"
–    in the context of science and research includes learning = the retrieval of the historical "programming language chess",
–    does NOT include chess sport, not chess game, not game variants, not training game, not game education.

The student learns as a main subject Chess-Science
–   Chess language = the data retrieval programmed Numeralsprache with the meanings 1-027 + 1-029,
      today in language study as part of the field of Linguistics (minor),
–   the local projection of the board coordinates -> on the earth's surface in the sector Cartography data (minor),
–   the linking of Cartography + language meanings in the sector. applied Geography data Asia (minor),
–   the temporal link in the subsectors of the programmed data Astronomy (minor),
–   the linking of those days-past and todays presence in the subsector of History-Philosophy (minor),
–   the current techniques of academic decryption of data in the subsector Informatics (minor).

In 3 minor subsectors passing the intermediate examination is planned.
The state examination consists of a written exam homework and a written test and an oral exam.
The state exam entitled to a doctoral degree in Natural Sciences.

Due to the Bologna process the university degree in Europe is in a transitional phase.
Maybe undergraduate Master's degrees are possible.
For more information see this homepage as soon as the selection of a university is done (with State).

The profession "chess-scientist" is in Europe a new profession,
with  a variety of professional offers, in particular at the Chair University, in the seven subsections and in the free economy loo-
king  for these sectors. Example 1 Present: The NASA looks for scientists knowing "a language without language change" to send 
data from Earth via rocket to distant solar systems since 1970. Example 2 Past: the hieroglyphs pyramid research and Sanskrit re- 
search seeks scientists to decode all historical contents with encrypted astronomy data.
  


